Inspired by the work of Molino, we show that the integrability obstruction for transitive Lie algebroids can be made to vanish by adding extra dimensions. In particular, we prove that the Weinstein groupoid of a non-integrable transitive and abelian Lie algebroid, is the quotient of a finite dimensional Lie groupoid. Two constructions as such are given: First, explaining the counterexample to integrability given by Almeida and Molino, we see that it can be generalized to the construction of an "Almeida-Molino" integrable lift when the base manifold is simply connected. On the other hand, we notice that the classical de Rham isomorphism provides a universal integrable algebroid. Using it we construct a "de Rham" integrable lift for any given transitive Abelian Lie algebroid.
Introduction
In this paper we revisit Lie's 3rd theorem, that is the question of integrability, in the more general context of Lie algebroids. We are inspired by the first example of Lie algebroids whose integrability fails, given by Almeida and Molino [1] in their work concerning foliation theory. We take the point of view that adding extra dimensions can treat the integrability problem, especially if one is interested in applications to index theory and non commutative geometry. The first step in this direction is the examination of transitive and abelian Lie algebroids.
In fact we are motivated further by foliation theory, in particular by the following, constructive proof of Lie's 3rd theorem found in [7] : Given a finite dimensional Lie algebra g, the Banach manifold P pgq " Ω 1 pr0, 1s, gq admits an action by gauge transformations. The orbits form a foliation with finite codimension and the associated leaf space Gpgq turns out to be the connected and simply connected Lie group whose Lie algebra is g. The deeper reason for the smothness of Gpgq is really the vanishing of the second homotopy group for (finite dimensional) Lie groups.
The above construction was first generalised to Lie algebroids arising in Poisson geometry by Cattaneo and Felder [4] and then to general Lie algebroids by Crainic and Fernandes [6] . However, Lie groupoids in general do not have vanishing second fundamental group (cf. [12] ), so for a generic Lie algebroid B Ñ M , the leaf space GpBq arising from the above construction is not necessarily a smooth topological groupoid, with connected and simply connected s-fibers. In [6] the explicit obstructions to the smoothness of GpBq were given. Particularly in the transitive case 2 , the only obstruction is the discreteness of the image of a certain monodromy, boundary map, which is defined on π 2 pM q and takes its values in the isotropy of B.
For a transitive Lie algebroid B such that this discreteness fails, the following problems arise:
• In order to continue doing differential geometry, one works with the Banach manifold P pBq (cf. [3] ). But as P pBq is infinite dimensional, the use of quite involved techniques is required.
• The lack of smooth densities in GpBq and P pBq prevents using the standard techniques developed by A. Connes in order to attach a C˚-algebra, a pseudodifferential calculus and to deploy K-theoretic techniques. In particular, one wishes to be able to develop index theory when B is not integrable.
• On simply connected manifolds, for those transitive Lie algebroids which arise from a symplectic form, the non-smoothness of GpBq corresponds to the non-existence of a prequantizing principal S 1 -bundle (cf. [5] ).
The lifting problem. For all these reasons it would be preferable if GpBq could be realized as the leaf space of a foliation on a finite dimensional Lie groupoid Gp p Bq. Explicitely, one wishes to show that, given a non-integrable transitive Lie algebroid B, there exists a canonical transitive Lie algebroid p B such that:
a) The monodromy group of p B is discrete, so Gp p Bq is a Lie groupoid (finite dimensional).
b) There exists a surjective morphism of Lie algebroids p B Ñ B. This integrates to a morphism of topological groupoids Gp p Bq Ñ GpBq which is onto.
We refer to these questions as the lifting problem for the (non-integrable) Lie algebroid B Ñ M . A solution is a Lie algebroid p B with the above properties, and its existence has the following implications:
• GpBq is realized as the leaf space of a foliation on the finite dimensional Lie groupoid Gp p Bq, by the orbits of the action of kerp p B Ñ Bq.
• The Lie groupoid Gp p Bq does have C˚-algebras and the fibration Gp p Bq Ñ GpBq conjecturally provides a Thom isomorphism in K-theory.
• Regarding geometric prequantization, although a smooth principal S 1 -bundle does not exist, a solution to the lifting problem provides the quotient of a smooth principal bundle instead (cf. [5] ).
Results in the simply connected case. In the current paper we discuss only the solution of the lifting problem, leaving applications to index theory for the future. To this end, first one needs to specify the topological conditions under which the lifting problem is expected to admit a solution. In this first approach of ours, we pose the following ones:
a) The manifold M is simply connected. The latter ensures that the Hurewicz map is an isomorphism and this simplifies our constructions. The reason is that, the Crainic-Fernandes monodromy map factorizes through the Hurewicz map (after tensoring π 2 pM q with R with the effect of doing away with possible torsion elements). More precisely, that is the Hurewicz map of the universal cover.
b) The group π 2 pM q is finitely generated. Although this condition is rather mild, it is quite necessary: In §1.4 we show that otherwise the lifting problem has no solution.
c) The transitive algebroid B is abelian. In this case B is classified by an element rωs P H 2 dR pM, V q where V is the (abelian) isotropy Lie algebra. The integrability obstruction is exactly the discreteness of the group of periods of ω. Apart from the computability of the integrability obstruction, working in the abelian case is justified because other, more general and interesting classes of algebroids can be written as abelian extensions (see examples 1.4). As the classification of abelian transitive Lie algebroids is an instance of the classification of extensions of abelian extensions of (not necessarily transitive) Lie algebroids (cf. [10] ), our constructions might also be valid in these more general cases.
Under these assumptions, we show that the lifting problem can be answered as follows: a) First we explain the Almeida-Molino counterexample: A representative ω can be decomposed as a sum of closed 2-forms with values in V
where n is an integer number which depends on the rank of π 2 pM q, the dimension of V and the class of ω. The form p ω " pϕ 1 b Θ 1 , . . . , ϕ n b Θ n q then defines the integrable lift p B; the morphism p B Ñ B is just the map which sums the components. This construction depends on some choices but the integrating gropoids will be (in this Abelian case) Morita equivalent. For instance as far as one is concerned with K-Theory we expect that these choices will be irrelevant. We call these constructions the Almeida-Molino integrable lifts. When B is integrable, we prove that n " 1 and this construction gives nothing new.
b) There is a second solution to the lifting problem, which is universal. The construction is based on the observation that the familiar de Rham isomorphism on the manifold M can be realized as a closed 2-form Θ with values in the real homology group H 2 pM ; Rq. This form automatically has discrete periods, and the Lie algebroid it induces leads to a solution for the lifting problem of B.
The non simply connected case. When the base manifold M is not simply connected, the Hurewicz map is not an isomorphism. In particular the lack of injectivity makes the implementation of the de Rham lifting construction quite difficult. The standard strategy to overcome these difficulties is to pull the given Lie algebroid B Ñ M back to the universal cover via the covering projection π : Ă M Ñ M and perform the de Rham lifting construction for π˚B. Then one has to somehow produce an integrable lift p B for B from the integrable lift z π˚B.
To carry out this scheme, extra topological assumptions on the manifold M are needed. For instance, this can be achieved when the fundamental group π 1 pM q is finite: The interested reader may check that the de Rham integrable lift z π˚B carries a natural π 1 pM q action. If π 1 pM q is finite, this action can be averaged out and we obtain an integrable p B. However, imposing that π 1 pM q is finite is a rather strong topological condition. In order to give a more general solution to the lifting problem, in §4 we impose a different topological assumption for M , which can probably be met in many more cases. This assumption is basically the existence of an equivariant family of forms which produces the second de Rham cohomology of Ă M . We show that this assumption amounts to the existence of a closed 2-form which is equivariant, and whose associated Lie algebroid resolves the lifting problem for π˚B. In §4.2 we explain how this leads to a solution of the lifting problem for the original Lie algebroid B. 
Abelian transitive Lie algebroids and their integrability
For the convenience of the reader, we recall in §1.1 the classification of transitive Lie algebroids from [10] , focusing on the abelian case in §1.2. In §1.3 we recall the integrability obstruction given by Crainic and Fernandes [6] for the transitive case. The abelian transitive Lie algebroids are the most favorable ones in view of the computability of this obstruction. In §1.3 we recall the integrability problem and the associated obstruction and give some properties of this obstruction that we will need in this paper. The most important one is factorization through the Hurewicz map. Last, in §1. 4 we explain the problem of lifting the integrability obstruction of a transitive Lie algebroid.
Throughout the paper, M will be a connected smooth manifold (finite dimensional). Recall that a transitive Lie algebroid B over M is an extension of vector bundles
together with a Lie bracket r¨,¨s on the space of smooth section ΓpBq satisfying the Leibniz rule:
The map ρ is called the anchor of B; the induced map ρ : ΓpBq Ñ ΓpT M q preserves the Lie brackets. The bundle L " kerpρq is a Lie algebra bundle, (next called LAB) and for x P M , the Lie algebra L x is called the isotropy Lie algebra at x.
Mackenzie's classification of transitive algebroids
A splitting σ : T M Ñ B of (1.1) determines a vector bundle isomorphism
Pulling back the Lie algebroid structure through this isomorphism, the anchor map becomes the projection to T M and the bracket
where X, Y P ΓpT M q, rX, Y s is the usual bracket of vector fields, and ξ, η P ΓpLq; the expression rξ, ηs stands for the pointwise bracket on L. The connection ∇ σ on L is defined by
for every X P ΓpT M q and ξ P ΓpLq.
Whence, given a transitive Lie algebroid B, the choice of a splitting σ induces the normal form
Moreover, we have the following results.
a) The operator ∇ σ is a connection on L (in the sense of vector bundles) from the Leibniz rule, while, the Jacobi identity implies that ∇ σ is a Lie connection:
Recall from [10, Proposition 5.2.19 ] that this 2-form is related with the curvature R ∇ σ of the connection ∇ σ by the following identities:
where adpaqpξq " ra, ξs, for a P ΓpBq and ξ P ΓpLq. We have extended ∇ σ to a covariant derivative ∇ σ : Ω n pM ; Lq Ñ Ω n`1 pM ; Lq in the usual way.
c) Due to the Jacobi identity ∇ σ preserves the center ZL and the restricted connection on ZL does not depend on σ. We denote it ∇ ZL . From (1.3) we see that is flat.
Conversely, [10, Corollary 7.3.8] says that: Given a Lie algebra bundle pL, r¨,¨sq Ñ M with an L-valued 2-form ω P Ω 2 pM ; Lq and a Lie connection ∇ on L, which satisfies the compatibility equations (1.3), then formula (1.2) determines a transitive Lie algebroid structure on T M ' L.
Abelian transitive Lie algebroids
As we saw in §1.1, the favorable cases of transitive Lie algebroids are the ones with central curvature. Abelian transitive Lie algebroids are in this class, and here we describe them. 
such that E carries the zero Lie bracket.
b) Trivially abelian: it is abelian and the bundle E " MˆR ℓ in (1.4) is trivial as a flat bundle. Namely there exists a splitting σ : T M Ñ B of the exact sequence
As we explained in §1.1, for any splitting σ of an abelian Lie algebroid (1.4), the connection ∇ σ of E is flat. Put V the fiber of E. It follows from the Ambrose-Singer theorem that the holonomy map h σ : π 1 pM q Ñ GLpV q has discrete image h σ pπ 1 pM qq. But the group h σ pπ 1 pMmay not be trivial, even if the bundle E is a product MˆV . On the other hand, a trivially abelian transitive Lie algebroid (1.5) has a splitting σ such that h σ pπ 1 pMis trivial. Proof. Since M is simply connected, the flat bundle E can be trivialized using parallel translation, so we may consider a priori that E " MˆR ℓ . Let σ be a splitting. The connections ∇ σ and ∇
for some 1-form φ : T M Ñ EndpEq " MˆglpV q.
Claim: The map φ satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation dφ`rφ, φs " 0.
Let X, Y P ΓpT M q and a section µ : M Ñ glpV q of EndpEq. From (1.6) we find:
From the chain rule we have L X pφpY qqpµq " L X pφpY qpµqq´φpY qpL X pµqq. Plugging this into (1.7) we conclude.
The Maurer-Cartan equation says that φ is a morphism of Lie algebroids, whence it integrates to a morphism of Lie groupoids F : ΠpM q Ñ GLpV q, where ΠpM q is the fundamental groupoid of M . Since π 1 pM q " 0, the map ps, tq : ΠpM q Ñ MˆM is an isomorphism, whence the map F can be seen as an isomorphism of vector bundles F : MˆV Ñ MˆV . Now consider the connection ∇ X pF pµqq " F pL X pµqq. Whence, composing F with the inclusion map MˆV Ñ B we reformulate B so that the connection ∇ σ becomes the standard flat connection ∇ 0 . Since such a subgroup is always in the form aZ for its minimum positive number a, then, up to scale we're saying that ω has to be an integral form. Crainic explained the precise relation between integrality and integrability in [5] .
If M is simply connected, then B ω is trivially abelian. Otherwise, consider the universal cover π : Ă M Ñ M . The pullback of B ω to Ă M is the transitive algebroid B π˚ω " T Ă M ' π˚ω p Ă MˆRq and it is trivially abelian. Examples 1.5. Recall from [10] that the classification given in §1.1 holds for Lie algebroid extensions beyond the transitive case. In view of this, we give two examples of abelian extensions as such. We will not be concerned with these cases here, but the results we give in this paper might be generalized to them. a) Given a transitive Lie algebroid (1.1), consider the adjoint representation ad : B Ñ DrLs (see [10, Ex. 8.3.3] ). Its image adrLs can be identified with the quotient B{ZL. Moreover, the Lie algebroid DrLs of covariant differential operators integrates to the frame groupoid of L, and the subalgebroid adrLs integrates to the groupoid of inner automorphisms between fibers of L. Whence, any transitive Lie algebroid can be written as an abelian extension
where G is a transitive Lie groupoid.
b) It was shown in [2] that every almost regular Poisson structure pM, Πq is an abelian extension of Lie algebroids
where HpFq is the holonomy groupoid of the associated symplectic foliation on M .
The monodromy map
We recall here the integrability process for transitive Lie algebroids given by Crainic and Fernandes [6] and (independently) Iglesias [9] . We also give properties that will be needed later.
First recall that a Lie algebroid B over M is integrable if there exists a Lie groupoid GpBq ÝÑ ÝÑ M whose Lie algebroid AGpBq is B.
Consider a transitive Lie algebroid 0 Ñ L Ñ B Ñ T M Ñ 0. Let m P M and GpL m q be a simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra L m . Put ZpGpL mbe the center of GpL m q. It was shown in [6] that the obstruction to the integrability of B is controlled by a certain group homomorphism:
called the monodromy map. Namely, B is integrable if its image i.e, the monodromy group
is a discrete subgroup of ZpGpL m qq. More specifically, given B one can always construct a topological groupoid C ÝÑ ÝÑ M with simply connected s-fibers. The monodromy group is discrete if and only if C is a Lie groupoid and its Lie algebroid is B.
The construction of the monodromy map mimics the construction of the boundary map in homotopy: a smooth sphere in M is lifted to a Lie algebroid morphism from the disk to B; the restriction to the boundary gives a curve in L m ; using right translation, this curve integrates to a unique curve in GpL m q starting at e; the monodromy map returns the end point of this curve (see [6] for details). N m is discrete. This justifies why, abusing the terminology we call N m the monodromy group. Also by abuse of notation we will call monodromy map the composition pexp´1 |˝B m q : π 2 pM, mq Ñ N m . We continue to denote this map B m as well.
b) The monodromy map B m : π 2 pM, mq Ñ ZL m is a group morphism from an abelian group to a vector space. It follows that B m prγsq " 0 for every torsion element rγs of π 2 pM, mq.
c) As noted in [6] , the monodromy map can be computed explicitly when the algebroid B is abelian, namely when ZL " L. Considering a splitting σ : T M Ñ B with associated curvature ω P Ω 2 pM, Lq, the monodromy map becomes:
The integral is defined for a smooth representative γ : S 2 ÝÑ M with γpnorth poleq " m as follows: by pulling back L to the sphere we get a flat bundle on S 2 that we trivialize by parallel transport:
an element of L m . Alternatively, one can pull back L to the universal cover p : Ă M Ñ M where it can be trivialized by parallel transport, p˚pLq » Ă MˆL m , and then p˚pωq P Ω 2 p Ă M q b L m can be integrated canonically over π 2 p Ă M ,mq. On the other hand, the projection p induces an isomorphism π 2 p Ă M ,mq » π 2 pM, mq, form P p´1pmq.
d) When B is also trivially abelian, one can prove immediately that the monodromy map B m factors trough the Hurewicz map π 2 pM, mq ÝÑ H 2 pM q. Let ω P Ω 2 pM ; R ℓ q be the curvature form. We have the following commutative diagram
in which the map ι is rγs Þ Ñ γ b Z 1; the map H : π 2 pM q Ñ H 2 pM q is the Hurewicz morphism and the ż ω is the integration map.
e) An important property of the monodromy map is that it behaves functorially. Namely, for any morphism f : B Ñ B 1 of transitive algebroids which covers the identity, the induced map between the simply connected Lie groups F m : GpL m q Ñ GpL 1 m q intertwines the monodromy maps:
Denoting by N 1 m the monodromy group of B 1 at m, the above implies that
(1.12)
Integrable lifts and the prerequisite for their existence
The main problem studied in this paper is the following: given a transitive Lie algebroid B over M , construct a integrable transitive Lie algebroid p B over M and a surjective morphism:
Such an extension will be called an integrable lift of B. We will present two different constructions of such integrable lifts in the case M is simply connected and B is abelian. In principle, we are interested in constructions which are canonical and have the minimal dimension possible.
First, let us remark that integrable lifts do not always exist: Example 1.6. Let M be a smooth manifold, and let m P M . Consider the group homomorphism γk pωq " a k , for all k ě 1.
To the closed 2-form ω, we associate the algebroid B ω in normal form with bracket (1.8) and monodromy group:
We claim that there is no integrable lift of B ω . On the contrary, assume that such a lift f : p B Ñ B ω existed, and denote its isotropy Lie algebra L m . Then f restricts to a Lie algebra map f m : L m Ñ R, which integrates to a group homomorphism between the simply connected Lie groups: F m : GpL m q Ñ R. Let p N m be the monodromy group of p B . Our assumption is that p N m is discrete, and so GpL m q{ p N m is a connected Lie group. Since any connected Lie group is homotopy equivalent to its maximal compact Lie group [11] , compact manifolds have finitely generated fundamental group, and π 1 pGpL m q{N m , eq » p N m , it follows that p N m is a finitely generated abelian group. Thus also N m " F m p p N m q is finitely generated, which is impossible because N m contains the sequence ta k u kě1 of elements which are linearly independent over Q.
The arguments in the example above can be easily generalized to any abelian transitive Lie algebroid: Proposition 1.7. Let B be an abelian transitive Lie algebroid. If the monodromy group of B is not finitely generated, then B does not admit an integrable lift. Remark 1.8. The monodromy group of B is the image of the monodromy map, whose domain is π 2 pM q. Due to Prop. 1.7, the lifting problem is allowed to have a solution under the (rather mild) topological assumption that the group π 2 pM q has finite rank.
The Almeida-Molino integrable lift
We give here a solution to the lifting problem which is inspired by the Almeida-Molino non-integrable algebroids [1] , as well as the factorization of the monodromy map with the Hurewicz morphism. In fact, our construction is really an explanation of the Almeida-Molino algebroids.
The "Almeida-Molino" integrable lift can be constructed under the following assumptions for the transitive Lie algebroid B Ñ M :
a) The group π 2 pM q has finite rank.
b) The Hurewicz map with real coefficients π 2 pM q b R ÝÑ H 2 pM q b Z R is an isomorphism.
c) B is a trivially abelian transitive Lie algebroid 0
For instance, the second and third items in assumptions 2.1 are satisfied if M is simply connected.
As for the first assumption, as mentioned in Remark 1.8, it ensures that a solution of the lifting problem of B is allowed.
Without further ado, we adopt assumptions 2.1 throughout the current section.
Dimension and the second homotopy group
An interesting feature of this constructive approach to the lifting problem, is that it uses a canonical dimension induced by the group π 2 pM q.
Let r " rank π 2 pM q and put τ π 2 pM q the torsion subgroup of π 2 pM q. The number r is the cardinality of any maximally independent system (over Z), say trγ 1 s, ..., rγ r su Ă π 2 pM, mq such that the images of the γ i in π 2 pM q{τ π 2 pM q generate π 2 pM q{τ π 2 pM q. Since M is a manifold we can assume that every γ i : S 2 Ñ M is a smooth map. We call Γ " pγ 1 , ..., γ r q this choice of a system of generators.
From the assumption on the Hurewicz map, and by the universal coefficients theorem, we get an isomorphism of vector spaces
Let e j , j " 1, ..., ℓ be the canonical basis of R ℓ . Since the γ i are a maximal independent set, we get the following basis of the homology:
This defines the first arrow in the following chain of isomorphisms:
The second arrow here is the identification of a vector space with its dual, defined in terms of the basis µ ij . The last one is the inverse of the de Rham isomorphism dR :
Following the chain we end up with a corresponding basis of the de Rham cohomology:
This basis is defined by closed forms ϕ i P Ω 2 pM ; Rq. Its simple tensors form follows by the definition of the employed maps. Also the coefficients ϕ i are normalised by the de Rham theorem: ż
Finally, choose a splitting σ : T M Ñ B and consider its associated curvature ω. Recall that the algebroid B is isomorphic to B ω " T M ' ω pMˆR ℓ q and also that the Bianchi identity is equivalent to the fact that ω is a closed 2-form in
Using the basis rϕ i b e j s, the de Rham class of ω is written as:
Remark 2.2. We can assume that the identity (2.3) holds true also at the level of forms. Otherwise
α ij ϕ i b e j´d ρ for some ρ P Ω 1 pM ; R ℓ q and we could work with the algebroid B ω 1 where
Now we consider the number n`Γ˘of non zero rows of the matrix rα ij s P M rˆℓ pRq. Clearly it depends on the choice Γ. If we define the vectors Θ i :"
α ij e j P R ℓ then we can write ω "
Whence npΓq is the number of non-zero vectors Θ i .
Assuming the cohomology class of ω is non-trivial we have 1 ď npΓq ď r. It turns out that the dimension npΓq is related with the integrability of B ω .
Proposition 2.3. Put npB ω q :" mintnpΓqu when we vary all the possible choices pΓq. If npB ω q " 1 then B ω is integrable.
Proof. Let pΓq be a choice realizing npΓq " npB ω q " 1. This means that in the corresponding matrix rα i,j s only one row is non-zero. Let's assume that it is the first row. Therefore ω " ϕ 1 b Θ 1 and the image of the monodromy map is the image of the map
which is discrete.
Construction of the Almeida-Molino integrable lift
Now we can give the explicit construction of an integrable lift for B ω . This will be done by adding as many copies of the isotropy Lie algebra, as the dimension npB ω q discussed in Prop. 2.3.
Theorem 2.4. Let M be a manifold whose π 2 pM q has finite rank r and such that the Hurewicz map with real coefficients π 2 pM q b R ÝÑ H 2 pM q b Z R is an isomorphism. Let
be a trivially abelian transitive algebroid. Assume npBq ě 2. Then, for every choice pΓq realizing npΓq " npBq we can construct an extension of transitive Lie algebroids
where B ω is integrable. In particular B ω " T M ' ω R npBqˆℓ , for a closed 2-form ω P Ω 2 pM, R npBqˆℓwhich is determined by pΓq.
Proof.
a) Put n :" npBq. Let Γ " prγ 1 s, ..., rγ r sq P π 2 pM q r be any such independent set. By the previous discussion we have ω "
We are assuming that only n of the vectors Θ i are non zero; we can arrange for them to be exactly Θ 1 , ..., Θ n . Now let's define
and consider:
(b) The map µ : B ω Ñ B ω is the addition pX, ξ 1 , ..., ξ n q Þ Ñ pX, ξ 1`¨¨¨`ξn q. It is clearly a morphism of algebroids.
Claim:
The algebroid B ω is integrable.
To prove this we have to show that the monodromy group N m pB ω q is discrete. With respect to the system Γ of π 2 pM q, the monodromy map B : π 2 pM q Ñ pR ℓ q n is given by the formula:
Recall from §1.3 (item (b)) that the boundary map B sends the torsion elements to zero.)
Let us look at its i-th component: Due to the normalization (2.2), this is the function
The image of B is discrete: for pm 1 , ..., m r q ‰ pm Remarks 2.6. a) A priori different choices pΓq give different (non isomorphic) extensions. However it is straightforward to see that the integrating groupoids corresponding to different choices are Morita equivalent. This is particularly useful when one deals with the K-theory of the associated C˚-algebras.
b) This method works also if we start with a simply connected M , and a transitive algebroid
with non necessarily abelian L admitting a splitting whose curvature lies in ΩpM, ZLq. Indeed, after having trivialized ZL by parallel translation, to make the sum map µ a morphism, we could construct the corresponding ω to take values in ZL¸n pBq which is a semidirect extension with respect to the adjoint action.
Example 2.7. The Almeida-Molino counterexample to integrability [1] is the Lie algebroid B λ " T M ' ω pMˆRq, where pM, ωq is the symplectic manifold M " S 2ˆS2 , with ω " ω 1`λ ω 2 , where λ is irrational and ω i " pri pV q, for the standard volume form V of S 2 . The monodromy group is exactly the group of periods of ω, which we calculate to be Z`λZ. It is a dense subgroup of R, whence B λ is not integrable. Now, the dimension mentioned in Prop. 2.3 is npB λ q " 2 and the Almeida-Molino integrable lift is B λ " T M ' ω pMˆR 2 q, where the form ω P Ω 2 pM, R 2 q is ω " pω 1 , λω 2 q. We obtain the short exact sequence
where µ is the addition map and ι is the map t Þ Ñ pt, λtq for all t P R.
Following [9] and [5] we find that the isotropy group of the monodromy groupoid GpB λ q is T 2 " R 2 {P erpωq, namely GpB λ q corresponds to a torus bundle. Now, passing to the monodromy groupoids of the above extension, we obtain the following short exact sequence of topological groupoids:
(where the maps are abusively also denoted ι and µ). Note that the map ι : R Ñ T 2 is the immersion of the real line in the torus by irrational rotation. In ultimate analysis, the non integrability phenomenon here amounts by a bad quotient of a Lie group by a non closed subgroup; a situation which is studied, and often encountered in non commutative geometry Whence, the non-smooth transitive groupoid GpB λ q is the quotient GpB λ q{ιpMˆRq and the isotropy group GpB λ q x x is closely related with the leaf space of the irrational rotation foliation.
Remark 2.8. The leaf space viewpoint of the Almeida-Molino counterexample that we discussed in Example 2.7, was initiated by the following observation, regarding the integrability obstruction given by Crainic and Fernandes in [6] . When we started to investigate the Molino-Almeida counterexample we noticed the following very interesting coincidence! Consider the irrational rotation foliation on the torus T 2 . Its leaves are the integral curves of the vector field X " B x`λ B y (on R 2 ). Now Let ∆ "´X 2 be the longitudinal Laplace operator. Applying Fourier transform we find that the spectrum of this operator coincides with the monodromy group Z`λZ. This observation was the first indication that an irrational rotation foliation might be related with the non integrability phenomenon here.
Actually, this observation extends beyond the integrability obstruction: Recall [8] that when a foliation has a dense leaf, then the closure of the spectrum of the longitudinal Laplacian coincides with the (closure of) the spectrum of the Laplacian of this leaf. In the case of the irrational rotation, the latter is the Laplacian´pB x q 2 , whose spectrum is r0,`8s, obviously coinciding with the closure of Z`λZ. This reflects the fact that GpB λ q is the quotient GpB λ q{ιpMˆRq.
It is quite tempting to hope that having a solution of the lifting problem for transitive and abelian Lie algebroids implies that the above observations regarding the Almeida-Molino example, are true for a much larger class of algebroids. In a future paper we intend to explore this.
The de Rham integrable lift (simply connected case)
In this section we give a second solution to the lifting problem for abelian transitive Lie algebroids over a simply connected manifold M . Specifically, we intepret the de Rham theorem on a manifold as giving a transitive Lie algebroid over M which is always integrable. This construction is canonical and, in a sense, universal. The price to pay is that the dimension of the integrable lift we construct may be higher as compared to the previous Almeida-Molino lift. This is explained in §3.4.
We will use the de Rham isomorphism to associate an isomorphism class of integrable Lie algebroids to every simply connected manifold. Our assumptions will be: Assumptions 3.1. We consider trivially abelian Lie algebroids B Ñ M such that M is simply connected and the group π 2 pM q is finitely generated. Now let us gather here some observations that will be useful in this section:
a) The universal coefficients theorem identifies H 2 pM q b Z R with the vector space H 2 pM, Rq.
The map ι R : H 2 pM q ÝÑ H 2 pM q b Z R, a Þ ÝÑ a b 1 sends generators of the group H 2 pM q to a basis.
b) The kernel of the map ι R is precisely the torsion subgroup of H 2 pM q. Let τ pH 2 pMbe the torsion subgroup of H 2 pM q, we will use the natural isomorphism
c) The image of ι R pH 2 pMĂ H 2 pM qb Z R is discrete. Indeed, from the previous item, it is equal to the image of of the corresponding map H 2 pM q{τ H 2 pM q ÝÑ H 2 pM q{τ H 2 pM q b Z R which sends the finitely generated abelian group H 2 pM q{τ H 2 pM q to the lattice of integer homology classes.
The de Rham form
Here we discuss how the familiar de Rham isomorphism can be interpreted as a closed 2-form Θ P Ω 2 pM ; H 2 pM ; Rqq. This form will be the curvature of the de Rham algebroid in §3.2. Note that the construction of the de Rham form we give here holds for an arbitrary manifold M . Whence, just for the purposes of the current section, we will not need assumptions 3.1. However, we can prove that this algebroid is integrable if M is simply connected, as we explain in §3.2.
Let us begin with the natural map In the following pages, as in the above remark, we will use freely the two identifications: a) dR : H 2 dR pM q ÝÑ HompH 2 pM ; Rq, Rq. b) ev : H 2 pM ; Rq ÝÑ H 2 pM ; Rq˚˚.
Then:
• We have defined an element J M P Hom´H 2 pM, Rq; H 2 pM ; Rq˚˚¯-HompH 2 pM ; Rq; H 2 pM ; Rqq; the de Rham theorem implies that J M defines a cohomology class, that we also denote J M , which belongs to H 2 dR´M ; pH 2 pM ; Rq¯. This class is represented by some closed form Θ P Ω 2 pM, H 2 pM ; Rqq.
Here the notation means that Θ is valued in the trivial bundle MˆH 2 pM ; Rq.
• The class rΘs can itself be integrated over cycles. 
Construction of the de Rham algebroid
Now let us show how we can use the de Rham form given in §3.1 to construct an integrable Lie algebroid. Let us give the following:
Proposition-Definition 3.3. The form Θ P Ω 2 pM ; H 2 pMgives rise to a trivially abelian transitive Lie algebroid, B Proof. Since M is simply connected, the monodromy map B is given by integrals of homology cycles in M , namely by the map rγs Þ ÝÑ ż rγs Θ P H 2 pM ; Rq. Let H : π 2 pM q ÝÑ H 2 pM q be the Hurewicz map (in this case it is an isomorphism). Then equation (3. 3) (with all the identifications we made) says that the monodromy map is given exactly by the composition:
which we have already observed to have discrete image.
Remark 3.5. In the proof of theorem 3.4, we considered the extension of the Hurewicz morphism to π 2 pM q b Z R. Note that the vector space π 2 pM q b Z R "kills" all the torsion elements of π 2 pM q. In other words, torsion elements as such lie in the kernel of the map π 2 pM q Ñ π 2 pM q b Z R. This is consistent with the fact that the boundary map B also "kills" the torsion elements, as we mentioned in §1.3 (item (b)).
